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Are we jejune? What do you think? To 
repeat the MayDay Quondam:

“We’d really like to have more material, 
including feedback, from our readers. 
We know you’re out there, we’re just not 
sure what you read and why you read it, 
and whether you like it. We do know our 
contributors enjoy writing, so why don’t 
you let us know how you feel—go ahead, 
it’s “be kind to writers” month, throw them 
a paean or two. 

“Moreover, we need more SNAP! In our 
publication, we really want to show readers 
how talented our home-grown paparazzi 
are. To paraphrase Paul Simon’s song about 
a now extinct commercial product, we’d 
like you to “give us those nice bright colors, 
give us the greens of summers, make us 
think all the world’s a sunny day....”

So, putting that aside, what many will 
have noticed is that on the afternoon 
of May 30, there were two important 
Community events, separated by perhaps 
90 kilometers—the Quaich and America’s 
Day. We hope all our readers attended one 
or the other, and enjoyed them. We expect 
to have reportage on those events in the 
July issue.

June will bring us, courtesy of the BCS, not 
only the Queen’s Birthday Party, one of 
the BCS’s traditional events, but also the 
inaugural BCS Choir Festival; the dates 
are, respectively, Saturday June 13 and 
Friday June 19. We hope all our readers 
will attend both, and we expect to have 
reportage in the July issue. 

Lots of our regulars are back with us, and 
most of them focus on culture, so you’ll 

have no good excuses when Brazilians ask 
you what you know about these cultural 
events. We haven’t forgotten the 450 years 
of history angle, and hope to continue with 
that, also in July. 

One thing we hope not to have in the July 
issue is obituaries; this month we report, 
with sadness, on the passing of two well-
known figures in our community. Would 
that it were not so.
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THE BRITISH AND 
COMMONWEALTH 
SOCIETY (BCS)
Queen’s Birthday Lunch 

Saturday June 13th,                        
12:30 to 4:30pm

The BCS would like you to offer you 
the chance to celebrate the Queen’s 
birthday with family and friends at 
Jubilee Hall, Botafogo. This year, by 
way of a change, we will be celebrating 
this event with a traditional British 
lunch. On the menu will be cottage 
pie served with a selection of steamed 
vegetables and a bread roll, followed 
by an all time favourite, fruit crumble 
with ice cream.

In addition to excellent food, 
entertainment will be in the form of 
a live musical show, to include songs 
from each decade of the Queen’s life, 
performed by Kevin Wick and Gijs 
Andreissen, You will all have the 
chance to join the British Consul, 
Jonathan Dunn, in toasting Queen 
Elizabeth II, whilst enjoying a piece of 
delicious birthday cake, courtesy of the 
Copacabana Palace Hotel.

As always, there will be a raffle with 
some excellent prizes. All proceeds 
will go to support Art and Social 
Transformation, who are providing 
music and dance workshops at The 
British School for underprivileged 
talented teenagers.

The cost to members will be R$60, 
which includes the lunch, all beverages, 
champagne toast and entertainment. 
Non members will be most welcome: 
cost R$90. (Under 8 and over 80’s are 
free.)

Please join us for what promises to be a 
fabulous celebratory lunch.

RSVP to Monica at <assistente@bcsrio.
org.br>.

BCS Choir Festival

On the evening of Friday 19th June the 
Jubilee Hall will be the stage for the 
BCS Choir Festival, which will bring 
together five choirs for an evening of 
varied vocal music.

There will be the FGV Choir, conducted 
by Ruy Wanderley, which sings Church 
music from the Renaissance period, 
and the Seresta Choir, which sings 
Brazilian popular songs, both old 
and new. The Coral Canto Corrente 
is conducted by Sérgio Menezes, and 
is supported by the Sindicato dos 
Bancários de Rio de Janeiro. They 
sing a mixture of music ranging 
from Brazilian Popular Music (Sereia 
by Lulu Santos) to Negro spirituals 
(Swing with the Saints) as well as Latin 
American songs. Then there is Zai, a 
young and very competent Brazilian 
group who sing MPB and finally: The 
Beatles Choir who will sing Can’t 
buy me love, Octopus’s Garden, and 
Imagine, among others.

All are welcome to come and listen, 
as from 7:30pm on Friday 19th June, 
and join in the get-together at the end, 
when refreshments will be served. The 
BCS is supporting the event, which is 
coordinated by Martin Hester.

The Anglican Space 

The BCS is supporting the above-
named project in the Cidade de Deus 
community in Jacarepaguá. Begun 
by Fr. Nicholas Wheeler, an Anglican 
missionary who came to Rio after 
seeing the famous film, the goal is 

building a community centre to provide 
an impoverished neighbourhood with 
badly needed access to literacy, job 
skills training, healthcare and other 
vital services.

THE SOCIETY OF CHORAL 
MUSIC (SCM)

SCM will be making a few changes in 
its performance of the August Concert 
in Christ Church. First, it will be on 
a Sunday, instead of the traditional 
Monday. The reason for this is that a 
guest choir from São Paulo will join the 
SCM in singing the main item of the 
concert – Fauré’s Requiem, and they 
travel back to São Paulo on Monday. 

The visiting choir is the Coro do Colégio 
Visconde de Porto Seguro. Founded in 
1952 in São Paulo, it comprises current 
and former students, parents, teachers 
and friends of the Colégio, of German 
origin. The choirmaster since 1998 is 
Maestro Sérgio Assumpção. In recent 
years, it has performed major choral 
works such as Mozart’s Requiem, 
Handel’s Messiah, Bach’s Christmas 
Oratorio, Carl Orff ’s Carmina Burana 
and many others. 

The choir is around 50 strong, of 
various nationalities including 
German descendants. It normally sings 
in the Colégio’s campuses in São Paulo 
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Gabriel Fauré

Are you planning to attend a Festa 
Junina this year? Don’t forget to take a 
picture and send it to us!

mailto:assistente@bcsrio.org.br
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and Valinhos; since 2013, moreover, it 
has performed in other cities of Brazil, 
such as the Catedral da Sé in Salvador, 
Bahia with the Coro Barroco, and in 
churches in Gramado and Canela, in 
Rio Grande do Sul.  

The concert will take place at Christ 
Church, on Sunday August 16, starting 
at 7pm (please note the earlier starting 
time). Entrance will be free as usual – 
with “caixinhas” for donations – and 
a get-together afterwards in the Hall 
to ‘fraternize’ with the visitors.  Come 
early to guarantee a good seat – the 
church is usually full for these concerts.  

PS: SCM has made a CD recording of 
its 50th Concert, performed shortly 
before Easter this year. CD’s will be on 
sale at the August concert. 

WOMEN´S DIOCESAN 
ASSOCIATION (WDA)

We start this write-up on a very sad 
note.  One of our dearest members, 
Mary Aune, passed away in her sleep 
on the 5th of May. She was a member 
of the WDA team for many years and 
was an example to us all. She will be 
sadly missed.  Mary would have been 
101 on the 7th of June.

Jumble Sale: 

The WDA Jumble Sale is due to take 
place on Wednesday 8th July from 10 
a.m. until noon. The event will be held 
in the Jubilee Hall, Christ Church, Rua 
Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo.

We are in need of clothes for men, 
women and children -  shoes - 

household equipment including 
ornaments - kitchen utensils - toys - 
jigsaw puzzles etc.  Please check that 
any electrical appliances you send are 
in working order.

Donations can be made during the 
week to Karen, secretary, Christ 
Church, telephone 2226-7332 or to 
the BCS secretary, Gaynor, telephone 
2537-6695, any time between 8.30am 
and 4.30 pm. Please remember that 
between 2 pm and 3.30 pm when the 
school finishes, cars are not allowed 
into the grounds.

The Jumble Sale is an annual challenge 
and its success depends entirely on 
the amount of donations made.  Many 
thanks for your support. 

Marmalades, Pickles and 
Chutneys: 

Just a reminder, we are still trying 
to locate supplies of Laranjas da 
Terra – we use these oranges to 
make our Bitter Marmalade.  If 
any of our readers have any of 
these oranges to spare, please let 
us know by sending an email to 
olivearantes1909@gmail.com or by 
giving Olive a call on 3547-8498; 
the WDA would be very grateful 
for any amount, however small.

The following products can be 
bought any day during office hours 
and especially on Tuesday mornings 
when the WDA ladies are present. 
They can also be purchased on 
Sundays after the Church service: 
Sweet and Bitter Marmalade, 
Galego Lemon Marmalade, 
Grapefruit Marmalade, Apricot 
Jam and Lemon Curd, Mango 

Chutney, Indian Chutney and  
Pineapple Relish, Mustard Pickle, 
Branston Pickle and Bread & Butter 
Pickle.

We are always in need of empty 
marmalade/chutney jars with the 
metal tops that we can re-use.  We can 
also use the 100g Nescafé jars. 

The photo, (below, left) shows the 
WDA ladies getting off to a good 
start to make the Christmas Crackers!   
From left to right - Mary Gray, Guaracy 
Gigli, Maria Santana, Mara Cabral and 
Anne Robinson.  

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF RIO DE JANEIRO 
(AmSoc)
The Pursuit of Happiness in 
2015

We’ve now had three Happy Hours 
in 2015, March 12th at the Boteco 
Belmonte in Jardim Botânico, then 
on April 16th, at AmSoc sponsor The 
Gringo Café in Ipanema, and finally at 
La Calaca, everyone’s favorite TexMex 
boteco in Leblon; over two dozen 
people enjoyed bargain rates on food 
and drink, plus lots of camaraderie, at 
both these events.

This trio of happiness, of course, was 
designed to lead up to the biggest 
outdoor party AmSoc offers each year: 
America’s Day. On Saturday, May 30th, 
starting 12 noon, lots of families went 
uphill to the American School’s Gávea 
campus, and took over the softball 
field  for our typical American-style 
family picnic party. We had games for 
kids of all ages, not to mention (duh!) 
typical American food—hamburgers, 
hot dogs, potato salad, cole slaw, not 
to mention Garytos and Wrapidos 
supplied by our member Gary Urban! 
Music was provided by American 
singer Erik Mostar, recently arrived 
back in Brazil, who entertained us all 
with guitar, harmonica and voice.

The fourth Happy Hour will occur, the 
lord willin’ and the crick don’t rise, on 
Thursday, June 18th, again at a location 
to be determined closer to the happy 
day itself; we do know the theme—
Festa Junina, one of the great Brazilian 
folk happenings. We can’t guarantee 
bonfires or even square dances, but 
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we’ll work on making you happy with 
typical local goodies such as corn on 
the cob, quentão and caipirinhas.

OUR LADY OF MERCY 
SCHOOL (OLM)

Congratulations to our entire school 
community on the successful re-
accreditation for the next five years, 
which was granted on April 29th after 
an intensive 3-day external review visit. 
Many thanks to those who contributed 
to this effort by participating in the 
Parent Opinion Survey which was 
conducted in February, as well as those 
who participated in the Parent Group 
Interview on April 28th.

On the occasion, we inaugurated our 
recently completed new Arts Center 
and mini Auditorium named after Dr. 
Charles R. Lyndaker,

At 10:00 am on Saturday, May 16, 36 
children and their families participat-
ed in the celebration of the First Holy 
Communion which was held at Colé-
gio Santo Inácio in Botafogo.

Our traditional Friendship Festival, at 
Camp II in Sapucaí Mirim, MG (near 
Campos do Jordão) successfully took 
place from May 26 to May 31 and in-
volved a group of students from the 
Middle School. This yearly event is 
planned and supervised by a highly 
qualified staff; professionals from our 
Department of Physical Education ac-
company the students. 

CHRIST CHURCH NEWS
Sunday, May 24th was Pentecost, 
one of the three principal feasts of 
Christianity, along with Christmas and 
Easter, as it celebrates the birth of the 
church. On that date, as a special treat, 
Christ Church held a joint service with 
its sister parish São Lucas, celebrating 
the 90th birthday (congratulations!) 
of the Rt. Rev. Edward Sherrill (ret’d). 
“Ned” was, if we are not mistaken, the 

first Bishop of the Diocese of Rio de 
Janeiro, where he has lived for many 
decades. Not surprisingly, Christ 
Church was filled to the brim with 
worshippers. 

On that same Pentecost Sunday, Fr. 
Nicholas Wheeler celebrated Holy 
Communion at 8am in Christ Church, 
and then again at All Saints, Niteroi, at 
6pm in the evening. This was his last 
Sunday celebration with us before he 
leaves for London. 

Fr. Wheeler has spent seven years as 
priest missioner in Cidade de Deus, 
working on community projects 
for residents there. He has begun 
an outstanding project called “The 
Anglican Space”. This will afford space 
at the Christ the King church site, 
building a community centre to provide 
an impoverished neighbourhood with 
badly needed access to literacy, job 
skills training, healthcare and other 
vital services. Christ Church will be 
supporting this project and we will 
bring more news of it in coming 
months.

Interim Ministry: 

The Search Committee has identified 
IEAB Diocese of Rio clergy who have 
volunteered to conduct our services 
during the coming months.  These 
include Revds Roy Smith, Eduardo 
Grillo, Eduardo Costa and Mark 
Simpson, the Very Revd Abimael ?? as 
well as +Celso Franco (ret’d).  

A special thanks from all of us to Fr. 
Nicholas Wheeler who, after seven 
years as missionary priest in Cidade 
de Deus, and numerous times of 
taking services at Christ Church 
Botafogo and All Saints Niteroi, 
during interregna and otherwise, will 
be returning to London in June. He 
will become Rector of the Parish of 
Holy Trinity and St Saviour’s, Chelsea; 
we all wish him well, and will miss 
him. 

The Search is progressing in accordance 
with our traditional procedures, 
working as in the past with ICS/CMS.  
We hold interviews with candidates 
on June 1st, and hope to have a 
decision soon. The PCC will keep the 
congregation and the community up-
dated.

Contact Details for services: Rev. Roy 
Smith 2447-3297, Rev. Mark Simpson 
97981 7312, Revdo Eduardo Grillo 
2286 9990.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL 
(TBS)
Founder’s Week 

The British School, Rio de Janeiro 
celebrated its 91st anniversary during 
the week of 18-22 May 2015. During the 
course of the week, our students were 
asked to reflect on what it means for an 
institution to show such longevity, and 
on the many differences between 1924 
and 2015. 

Special assemblies and celebrations 
were held, and students enjoyed visits 
from former pupils. Among them were 
Carlos Ortenblad (class of 2007), Alice 
Franco (1996), Julia Hawker Costa 
(1993), Emil de Carvalho (1992), 
Jane Anderson (1978) and Chris 
McLaughlan (1973) who shared their 
personal memories of their time at 
TBS. Students heard from them about 
life in school during their years as 
students, about different rules, different 
buildings and different ideas. There 
were pictures of the ‘old days’ and lots 
of questions asked. It was thrilling to 
hear their stories and their memories. 

Amongst other features of the week, 
the school built an atmosphere with 
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Chris McLaughlan: “When I was a little boy …”
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TANYA HARRIS

Focus on the test events
OLYMPIC GLIMPSES

July marks the start of the Rio 2016 test 
event series, known as Aquece Rio, or  
‘Warm up Rio.’ 

There will be a total of 44 test events taking 
place in the Olympic and Paralympic 
venues, starting on 14 July, 2015 with 
the volleyball at the Maracanãzinho and 
ending on 21 May, 2016 with Paralympic 
athletics at the Olympic stadium.

The test event series will be a mixture of 
invitational competitions and scheduled 
championships. They are used to test 
the operations of the venues, facilities, 
infrastructure and officials, ensuring that 
Rio 2016 can assay all their plans and make 
any changes required before the Olympics 
and Paralympic Games.

Of course these events are also a 
chance for the athletes to compete in 
the actual competition venues, and 
for spectators to visit the venues and 
see some of their favourite athletes 
in action. If you don’t get tickets for 
the Games themselves, this is an 
opportunity not to be missed and, of 
course, to go along and support the 
British and Commonwealth teams.

So what’s coming up in the next couple of 
months? The Umbrella takes a peek:

In addition to the volleyball in July, there 
are a number of test events in August, 
centred on the celebrations for “1 year to 
go to the Olympic Games” on 5 August. 
One of the biggest events in the calendar 
will be the rowing test event, which is 
the World Junior Championship and will 
take place on Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas. 
Tickets are available on the event website: 
<www.2015wrjc.com>. 

Triathlon and marathon swimming will be 
free-to-watch events, starting at the Forte 
de Copacabana. The equestrian, sailing and 
road cycling events complete the line-up 
and guarantee that we will see our athletes 
on foot, in the saddle, in, and on, the water.
For more information and the full calendar 

Mascots Vinicius and Tom

music from the 1920s, linking our 
programmes of study in class to 
historical aspects, and celebrating 
on Friday May 22nd with a special 
Founder’s Day party.

Any major organisation knows that 
to survive in the long term, it must be 
willing to engage in diversification, and 
be flexible, adaptable and imaginative 
in its approach to the future. The 
British School is a good example of 
an organisation that has shown this 
ability to move with the times. From 
the school’s humble founding at Rua 
Santa Clara 84, Copacabana on May 
23, 1924, to the subsequent transfer 
to the Botafogo site might seem 
diversification enough. 

Fast-forward to the establishment of 
the two additional and physically very 
different sites of Urca and Barra, and 
it is immediately clear that The British 
School is an organisation that has 
never been afraid of development. Add 
in major curriculum developments 
such as the launch of the IB Diploma, 
the IGCSE and IPC Curricula, and the 

Brazilian Extension Course, and major 
cultural developments brought about 
by the shift towards a predominantly 
Brazilian clientele … and it is obvious 
that our philosophy predominantly 
involves looking forward to our future 
journey, rather than constantly harping 
back to how things used to be in the 
past. 

Nevertheless, it is right that for one 
week each year, we reverse our gaze 
to remind ourselves of our school’s 
journey through time, and salute The 
British School and its Founders on its 
continued development in search of 
excellence. 

Hearty applause and “thank you” to 
all who have somehow contributed 
to the continued development of 
our school, throughout its 91 years! 
Congratulations!

Sir Alexander Mackenzie, Founder of The British 
School

Date Olympic/
Paralympic

Sport Location

14 – 19 July Olympic Volleyball Maracanãzinho
1 – 2 August Olympic and 

Paralympic
Triathlon Forte de Copacabana 

5 – 9 August Olympic Rowing Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas
6 – 9 August Olympic Equestrian Deodoro
15 – 22 August Olympic Sailing Marina da Gloria
16 August Olympic Road cycling Parque do Flamengo
22 – 23 August Olympic Marathon Swimming Copacabana Beach (Fort)

Note: Some events will be ticketed and some free to watch. Not all ticket details are available yet, so please 
keep an eye on the website.

of events, Rio 2016 has an excellent website: 
<www.aquecerio.com>

Do go along and watch, take in the 
atmosphere and support the teams. It’s less 
than 450 days to go to the greatest show on 
earth! 

Produção de Eventos

WWW.MARCIAFIALHO.COM.BR
DESIGNER DO UMBRELLA DESDE 1994

MARCIA@MARCIAFIALHO.COM.BR
TEL: 21 2522-0159
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Dante’s Divine Comedy has been an inspiration to artists 
of all persuasions since it was written in 1314, so it is no 
surprise that the creative fuse of tormented, flawed and 
trailblazing Texan artist Robert Rauschenberg (1925-
2008) should have been lit by this perennial masterpiece. 
Predictably, Rauschenberg dwells only on the horrors 
of Hell, perhaps signaling his derision at the concept of 
Heaven, or even its anteroom, Purgatory. 

So Hell it is that you see in 34 startling lithographs, one 
for each of the poem’s Cantos, currently on display at the 
Centro Cultural dos Correios in Centro. The technique 
employed by the artist is unusual: scraps cut from 
newspapers and magazines were placed on background 
paper and then doused in solvent. The resulting dried 
images were then transferred by scoring with a blunt 
instrument and worked on. A contemporary touch to 
Dante’s Inferno is provided by the sneak appearance of 
figures such as John F. Kennedy and Adlai Stevenson. Of 
them all, Canto XXI may well strike the loudest chord 
with local audiences. It’s the one where corrupt politicians 

are goaded into a river of tar by demons with pitchforks, 
and then boiled. 

Curators Claudia Lopes and Simone Ajzental have taken 
the breadth of Rauschenberg’s vision very much to heart, 
and the exhibition proposes to challenge and explore 
every individual’s personal idea of hell. The 34 Cantos 
are narrated continuously, and surprises are strewn 
about the floor, inviting the audience to participate 
actively in the display. 

“Rauschenberg – Dante’s Inferno” is open from Tuesdays to 
Sundays, noon to 7 pm, at the Centro Cultural dos Correios. 

The Galeria Modernistas in Santa Teresa is a cross 
between a guesthouse and an art gallery, and is 
located at Rua Paschoal Carlos Magno 29. It’s where 
the team that put together “Margaret Mee e a Flor da 
Lua” have created an exhibition out of their prize-
winning documentary film. Drawing on director 
Malu di Martino’s diary, the exhibition showcases the 
“behind the scenes” material generated on the jungle 
shoot. Designer Mariana Rodrigues, who specializes 
in sustainable projects, has used natural and recyclable 
materials as the backdrop. Visual elements, carefully 
selected by the film’s Director of Photography Julia Equi 
celebrate the overwhelming richness of the rainforest. 
Also on view are sketches by Malena Barretto, the only 
artist currently in activity to have shared a field trip 
with Margaret Mee. Rainforest sounds send the visitor 
straight into the heart of Amazonia. The exhibition can 
be viewed from Tuesdays to Saturdays from noon to 6 
pm. Special group visits can be arranged at other times. 
There’s always lots to see, eat and do in Santa Teresa, 
so drop the curator a line at <marianarodrigues@globo.
com> and make a day of it.

Culture Vulture

An artist in hell

The making of “the making 
of” The Moonflower

Canto XIV: Dante finds naked sinners condemned to walk for eternity on 
burning sand. Rauschenberg, in a quiet in-joke, traces his own foot in red 
crayon. 

Margaret Mee’s vision of the Amazon 

EWA PROCTER

BARBARIDADE

Age creeps up on all of us! Even if you 
are still young, the time will come when 
you will no longer be in your twenties or 
thirties, or even forties and soon… Well, 
life is short, and when you realize it you 
have become a Senior Citizen!

This must have been the thought of the 
three authors of this musical comedy – 
Luiz Fernando Veríssimo in his seventies; 
Zuenir Ventura and Ziraldo in their 
eighties – when they were invited to write 
material about their age. I believe that a 
musical comedy where the main characters 
are senior citizens is not an everyday thing 
– at least, it is not a usual proposition!

“Barbaridade” used works provided by the 
three authors, as a basis for the final text 
by Rodrigo Nogueira, who has just turned 
forty. Bearing in mind this age difference, I 
believe it is pertinent to quote the words of 
Oliver Wendell Holmes (1809-1984) on the 
seventieth birthday of Julia Ward Howe: 
“To be seventy years young is sometimes 
far more cheerful and hopeful than to be 
forty years old.” A very interesting criticism 
for those who believe that they are not – 
and will never become – old!

But back to “Barbaridade”. The plot tells us 
about the three “old boys” (played by Osmar 
Prado, Edwin Luisi and Marcos Oliveira) 
who were contracted by a theatrical 
producer to write a play and the producer is 
waiting on the script. However, inspiration 
fails them. They have deadlines to meet 
but their inspiration is “blocked”, no ideas 
of what to put on paper! The discussions 
they have do not bring any result! However, 
their spirits remember the times when they 

were young, and full of hopes and projects 
– so in their imaginations they become 
young again, even if only for a short while. 

The producer who is expecting the text is 
played by TV star Suzana Vieira. This lady is 
really a piece of work! Her character seems 
to have been inspired by Meryl Streep in 
the 2006 film “The Devil Wears Prada”, 
so you certainly know what I am talking 
about! And in “Barbaridade” it works like a 
charm. Besides the producer, and the three 
“old boys”, we also have Guilherme Leme 
Garcia (as the director) and Vera Fajardo 
(someone from the past), in smaller parts, 
bringing their contributions to the main 
story. I would like to give special mention 
to Thais Belchior, a young actress who I felt 
was one of the highlights of this musical 
comedy.

The chorus is worth every attention: Alonso 
Barros, responsible both for choreography, 
did a wonderful job with a large number 
of dancers. The musical direction and 
arrangements by Marcelo Castro, and the 
vocal preparation by Felipe Habib bring 
life to the songs performed. It is a great 
pleasure for the audience when the chorus 
is on stage, as they all have perfect timing 
and performance in their various parts. 
Eight musicians play (live) a large number 
of songs, including some very famous ones, 
such as “There’s No Business Like Show 
Business”, “They Can’t Take That Away 
From Me” and “Lucy In The Sky”, plus a 
medley of six different very well-known 
North American songs, all part of the non-
Brazilian repertoire. The Brazilian songs 
range from Rita Lee’s “Baila Comigo” to 
Cassia Eller’s “Malandragem” (in a satirical 

THEATRE

version by Rodrigo Nogueira) and Gilberto 
Gil’s “Tempo Rei”.

The costumes by Cláudio Tovar are all 
colorful and appropriate, both for the 
actors in their different phases of life, and 
for the chorus. The latter’s costumes bring 
in a rather exaggerated, but interesting way 
of presenting the musical numbers.

“Barbaridade” plays at the Teatro Oi Casa 
Grande, Av. Afrânio de Melo Franco, 290, 
located on the ground floor of the Shopping 
Leblon. There is paid parking inside the 
Shopping Leblon. Performances take place 
from Thursday to Saturday at 9 pm and at 
7 pm on Sunday. The show lasts for 120 
minutes with one intermission; and this 
musical comedy is free for all ages. Prices 
of tickets range from R$ 60 (sixty reais) 
to R$ 160 (one hundred sixty reais) on 
Thursdays; from R$ 70 (seventy reais) to R$ 
170 (one hundred seventy reais) on Fridays; 
and from R$ 80 (eighty reais) to R$ 190 
(one hundred ninety reais) on Saturdays 
and Sundays. There is a 50% (fifty percent) 
discount for students and senior citizens. 

“Barbaridade” is scheduled to run until 
June 14, but one never knows: there may 
be an extension! However, in order to 
avoid disappointments, it would be wise 
to call the theatre (2511-0800) before 
going. Please remember that as the theme 
of “Barbaridade” is an unusual one, senior 
citizens may want to see it more than once!

(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre 
translator, and Vice-President of the 

Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.

If you want to drink, that’s your business.
If you want to stop, that’s ours.

Contact  Alcoholics Anonymous 
aario.org - Richard (21) 99867 8377

mailto:marianarodrigues@globo.com
mailto:marianarodrigues@globo.com
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By Alexander Corrie

Rio is home to Ipanema beach. A quick search on Google 
suggests the name might mean any of the following in the 
native Tupi-Guaraní language: “bad waters,” “useless waters,” 
“dangerous waters” and/or “river with no fish.” Doesn’t 
sound too promising. For native Cariocas, it was either that 
or Jacarepaguá (“the shallow lake of alligators”).

On the other hand Niterói (“hidden waters”) has Icaraí 
(“sacred waters”), which sounds more enticing. Perhaps this 
name came from the panoramic view of the Rio mountain 
peaks silhouetted against a setting sun: it is truly awesome 
and one can imagine religious ceremonies taking place on the 
beach in this massive natural amphitheatre. Did Araribóia, 
the founder of Niterói, and his tribe feel the same way? 

We visted Niterói’s Guanabara Bay beaches in April ‘s 
Umbrella. This month, we’re tackling a couple of Niterói’s 
ocean-facing beaches, namely Itaipu (“rock with noisy 
waters”) and Itacoatiara (“painted or sculpted rock”). They’re 
quite different and lie close to each other, so work well as 
a “combo.” If you’re coming for the day from Rio, consider 
an activity-packed day at Itacoatiara, followed by some fresh 
fish, beer and the setting sun at Itaipú.

Itacoatiara

Stunning Itacoatiara opens out like a funnel into the ocean, 
and it’s framed on both sides by the massive granite domes 
that are so characteristic of this part of Brazil. Clad in Mata 
Atlântica rainforest, the hills are protected, as they form 
part of the Serra da Tiririca State Park, covering over 3,000 
hectares of the Niterói and Maricá municipalities. The 
beach is a trendy hangout and famous for its huge barrel-
shaped waves:  beware of powerful undertows. A mecca for 
surfers and body-boarders, it hosts important tournaments, 
including the “Itacoatiara Pro,” the Brazilian edition of the 
World Bodyboard Tour. This year it takes place 2-12 July, 
check out: http://apbtour.com/events. It is it spectacular to 
watch athletes carve up curving bodies of water. The best 
viewing point is from the rocks at either end of the beach, 
where you can look straight along the length of the barrels. 

Another highlight of Itacoatiara is the walk up “Costão,” 
the rock inselberg on the left, as you look towards the sea. 
The trail starts about 500m inland from the beach, where 

there is a little park entrance hut. The trail is well known, so 
you can ask around for directions. The climb starts in the 
rainforest. A good walk to get the heart beating, this section 
is fairly steep, but perfectly doable. After about 20 minutes, 
you reach the base of the rock. Not for everyone, the first 
stretch is the toughest: you have to scramble up something 
like a 45º slope for about 100 metres. Past this, the walk 
becomes easy again as you follow the broad rounded ridge 
to the top. The prize? A stunning view in both directions of 
the coast – the Rio mountains on one side, Pedra do Elefante 
and Itaipuaçu beach on the other. Take something to drink, 
a picnic maybe, watch the vultures soar, keep an eye out for 
rare rock orchids. Best season for the walk? Perhaps April to 
September, when you have cooler weather and fewer people. 

There’s diversity in the beach kiosks, too. Behind protected 
sand dunes full of native restinga vegetation, they have 
panoramic views and each one is different. From the left 
you have “Ponto Natural” which does sandwiches; the next 
one attracts the surfers and fashion-conscious crowd; then 
you have Nói’s artisan beer shack. To the right, “Quiosque 5 
Itacoá” with its green roof, has a quiet, relaxed feel to it, and 
the best pastéis ever plus occasional live bands. 

For those interested in Brazilian trees and tropical garden 
plants, have a walk around the quiet streets behind the beach, 
where blossoms change throughout the year. For those with 
children, head to the right side, where there is a sheltered 
spot and a little calm bay. If you come on a busy weekend, 
just park several streets behind the beach instead of getting 
all het up trying to find a place along the front, which is what 
most people seem to do.

Itaipu

Around the corner, Itaipu is a world away from hip, wealthy 
Itacoatiara. A traditional fishing village, it has a shabby 
charm to it. Colourful fishing boats line the sand and a 
row of rustic restaurants at the high tide mark serve typical 
Brazilian seafood, from fried fish to moquecas. The bars are 
also very good at cold chopp and strong caipirinhas, best 
enjoyed as the sun sets over the ocean, with the Sugarloaf in 
the background. In the summer, the beach is packed, very 
lively and might seem a bit of a free for all. Head over at 
other times of the year if you want a quieter scene. If you get 

Painted Rock. Noisy Rock.

Great Outdoors

Great Outdoors
there in the morning, you can buy the local catch (squid, 
swordfish, depends on the day) from fishermen at the edge 
of the water. 

Sheltered from the open ocean, the sea here is generally 
calm and a good place for kayaking. In the summer, you can 
usually find kayaks for rent on the beach. A nice route is 
to head along the base of the rock cliffs, where you usually 
have clear waters for snorkelling. For the slightly more 
adventurous and experienced, you can get to the three rock 
islands in a chain: Pai, Mãe and Filha. All of this is protected 
as the Reserva Extrativista Marinha de Itaipu, a reserve 
which safeguards the marine ecosystem and the livelihoods 
of local fishermen. 

On land, among the village houses, is the Museu de 
Arqueologia de Itaipu. Installed in the ruins of the 
18th century Recolhimento de Santa Teresa, formerly a 
home for nuns and orphans, its small exhibits consist of 
archaeological remains found in the vicinity. Dating back 
8,000 years, a story unfolds of the lifestyle of Sambaqui 
fishing communities who left behind mounds of shells, 
ceramics and stone arrowheads. Less than one km inland is 
a white twin-towered church on a hilltop. The Igreja de São 
Sebastião de Itaipu was founded in 1650 by Jesuits. For much 
of the 20th century it was abandoned, until renovation took 
place in 1977. Well worth a look from the outside but the 

inside may remain a mystery, as opening hours are erratic. 

Nearby are a couple of other beaches. Camboinhas has 
fresh crab kiosks. Further on is a scallop-shaped bay and a 
collection of fishing boats where fishermen sell olho de cão. 
These little red fish with big eyes are great cooked in foil on 
the barbeque. 

What’s in a name? Think “dried fish” in Tupi-Guaraní and 
you might find yourself in Piratininga. Life’s a Niterói beach, 
whether it be a sculpted rock, sacred waters or the rock with 
noisy waters. Enjoy!

São Sebastião Church,  Itaipu

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA
THE OFFICIAL ENGLISH-SPEAKING COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER IN RIO

TEL: 21 2537-6695   EMAIL: BCSRIO@BCSRIO.ORG.BR

http://apbtour.com/events
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Flying Fish
Fiona Brown

Sun and sea
Fiona Brown

Murals Belem
Fiona Brown

Alma de Gato, the squirrel cuckoo
Cheryl Readman

View from the Morro do Alemão
Mary Alice Whyte

The last caqui mark the end of summer
Happy Snapper

Former British Embassy, Botafogo. 
Now Rio Mayor’s Palace.

Ann Hansen

Agave attenuata
Nelleke Beith

Bastão do Imperador (Etlingera elatior)
Julie Reid

The eye of the … bromeliad!
Fiona Brown

SNAP!
Send
News 
And 

Pictures

Let’s be seeing YOU in The Umbrella in 2015. 
Send News And Pictures and we’ll try to get you into print. 

The Umbrella. Make it YOUR Umbrella.
  

Send News and high resolution Pictures to 
the.umbrella@terra.com.br
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Just sit in front of the huge panel and be 
transported through the Rio de Janeiro of 
olden times: this is the invitation made by 
the curators of the Moreira Salles Institute 
(IMS) with two of their photograph 
collections now on display. A small photo 
grows in size and takes visitors back to the 
city when the fashion for men included 
hats and waistcoats, ladies’ ankles were a 
fugitive sight, while long skirts strolled the 
streets and umbrellas abounded. 

The pictures are from the time when 
photographic technique had just arrived at 
the capital of the Portuguese Empire. The 
museum’s technology has ensured that the 
images are not distorted, so it is fun to try 
to discover if any of the scenery pictured is 
still the same. Downtown trees were young 
and carriages lined the large avenues, 
constructed to enhance public buildings. 

Hills and villas — such as Castelo Hill and 
Monroe Palace — that were later flattened 
to ground level, appear in all their glory on 
the screen. Even Rio’s port was romantic, 
bustling with caravels so it appears that sea 
traffic was more intense than nowadays!

Although two collections are mainly sepia 
or black and white, the third one sports 
172 coloured stills by the North-American 
photographer William Eggleston. His 

subject may be described as the American 
way of life outside big cities: cars with tail 
fins, Coca-Cola bottles, deserted horizons, 
dusty roads, birds on a wire. The colours 
are intense, the contrasts fierce.

The Moreira Salles Institute is a house 
built by 1950 and is an attraction in and 
of itself. It was constructed to the latest 
designs to serve as a residence for a wealthy 
family. The gardens have several species of 
trees, flowers and a beautiful lake where 
ornamental fish swim. We spent three 
hours immersed in the several collections 

NAN CARIOCA

Time Travel through Photographs
NAN HIRSCH

and would have stayed to explore the house 
were it not for a heavy rain. In any event, we 
now have a good excuse to visit again.

The Café Galeria is cozy, and a perfect place 
for a coffee or a light meal before, during or 
after your cultural visit. An Arts bookshop 
is also available and the museum offers free 
parking.

Information through 3284 7400; the 
address is Rua Marquês de São Vicente 476, 
Gávea.

Cebolas

Whichever way they look at them, people can normally count their 
onions. How many times can you see the word ONION in this list ?

ONONIONIONOINOINONIONIONOINONIONIONOINON

Tennis

As another grand slam approaches, some of us might be feeling a 
bit jealous that we can’t be in Paris. Here is a small cryptic puzzle to 
cheer you up. “How can a return volley gain only a quarter of the 
score, but still bring some colour to the match?”

Carpinteiro

Any yet another for our crossword fans. If I was to say “What does 
Peter Carn do for a living?”, the anagram fanatics amongst you 
would immediately deduce that he is a Carpenter.

How about Hattie Steans; Albert Candel; Tessa Drews ?

Answers to last month’s questions:

Hidden Promise: Ocean canoe, Remote meteor, Supersonic 
percussion 

Next in line: A W (initial letters from question)

Matches: See picture:

Games and Puzzles Comments, feedback and suggestions please to 
<enigmardj@gmail.com>

Sports

You care for them. You nurture them. You show them how. 
You pick them up. You show them how again. And then they 
go and bowl you for a duck. 

Saturday 16th May marked the day the Brazilians came 
marching, firmly stamping their feet on the Carioca Cricket 
Club. Round ball, green field, English inventors… it was 
going to happen, wasn’t it. 

One Brazilian member has become three, but as befits his 
Godfather status, it was Felipe Lima de Melo who made the 
first move. After a couple of tempters, the big man of Rio 
cricket took one through Aussie Charles’ groping gate in the 
first innings and knocked those timbers back. No surprise 
that the ground shook with celebrations.  

Compatriot Pablo Nacer needed no more encouragement. 
In his first over ever in cricket, he only went and bowled an 
Englishman. Forget the sound of leather on willow and the 
faint crunch of cucumber and crustless bread, the CCC is 
becoming defined by Brazilian beats. 

Neto, the first Amazonian ever to pick up a cricket bat 
completed the hat-trick, patrolling the outfield like a 
ball-hungry jaguar. Just a bruised finger-tip away from a 
spectacular debut catch, this man is one to watch. 

It was somehow fitting then, in the cruel jaguar eats bulldog 
world of frontier cricket, that on the day the green and 
yellow began to really shine, a little of the lustre dimmed for 
some of the CCC’s leading lights. 

Rarely can club skipper Ollie Ballhatchet have been chased 
out of the attack so early but after a brutal assault from 
Somerset’s Sam Kelly, the Scratchit was forced to retreat to 
the deep. Not much respite there I’m afraid, with the big 
man soon understanding just what Herchelle Gibbs felt like 
in 1999, as he dropped the catch not once but twice in the 
closing overs of the match. 

With the Captain, Chairman and President (surely no 
other club can boast so much decorative finery at the top?) 
sharing a golden duck and five drops between them perhaps 
a pre-match leadership memo had gone round stressing the 
importance of letting others step up. 

Back to the action, Nathan Pither mixed some stern defence 
with some outrageous hitting to hold the first innings 
together for Ollie’s team. He even managed to survive what 
one bystander called “the greatest wicketless spell in cricket”. 

Amid the carnage induced by tight lines from all of 
opposing Captain Freddie Blunt’s bowlers, there were some 
encouraging signs from South African debutant Johan 
Potgieter. These were scarcely dimmed by some fast but 
wayward bowling later in the piece. 

Golden arm James Bancroft increased the Ian Botham look-
a-likely calls with a string of middle order wickets before 
Sam, of course, took out his bunny Yann Craven. It was left 
to Major General Mark Harris to hold things together in 
a typically unfussy manner, despite his untypically garish 
footwear (no doubt his usual sartorial elegance suffering 
from the absence of the real Major General Harris).  

151 off 24 seemed a little shy but Yann soon dispelled that 
myth, casting off his unwanted rabbit ears to knock the 
stuffing out of Freddie’s top order. He even took care of 
the blond dangerman with, if not the ball of the century, 
certainly a vicious in-ducker that very few batsmen this side 
of the Ouse could have hoped to deal with. 

Lokesh ‘Hannibal’ Suri added immense bravery to his 
usual high class, coming back to the crease despite a nasty 
facial knock. Injury also took out another much-vaunted 
performer, with David Seaman’s one-time understudy, Mark 
Bruce being forced off the field in the first innings clutching 
a missing hammy. Swift recoveries for both, we hope. 

None of this distracted man of the match Sam Kelly, who, by 
the way played for Somerset in his youth. Not a fact any of 
us will be likely to forget again, after those glorious 2 hours 
45 minutes of wonderfully fascinating stories. The man 
did bring some first class calm to the run chase and having 
retreated to his good woman for an undefeated 50, he left the 
final honours to captain Freddie who survived a wobble to 
finish it in the last over of the match. 

What a day. What a club. 

Luke Norman

Brazilians lead the party at the Carioca 
Cricket Club
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Calendar

DEADLINE 
for our July 2015 issue is Monday, 22nd June

PSYCHOTHERAPY
VIVIANE RICHARDSON

CliniCal PsyChologist. ExPEriEnCE with ExPatriatEd 
and cross-cultural issues. 

lived many years overseas: canada, singapore, uK and usa. 
practice at Botafogo - rua voluntários da pária 190. 

appointment By phone +55 (21) 99966.9494 
or email vivianerichardson@gmail.com

JUNE 

04 Thursday - Corpus Christi Holiday

13 Queen’s Birthday Luncheon (Jubilee Hall)

18 AmSoc Happy Hour

19 BCS Choir Festival (Jubilee Hall)

20 Ambassador’s Cricket Match and Ball, Brasília

27 CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí

JULY

03 TBS Last day of Term 1

08 WDA Jumble Sale

18-19 CCC vs Chile, Itaguaí

AUGUST

03 TBS First day of Term 2

16 SCM August Concert, 7pm.

22 Saturday - CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí

SEPTEMBER

05-06 CCC vs. São Paulo, Itaguaí

12 BCS Beatles Night

07 Monday - Independence Day Holiday

OCTOBER

10 CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí

12 Monday - N. Sa. Aparecida Holiday

12-16 TBS Half Term Break

31 CCC Nationals - Itaguaí

NOVEMBER

01 CCC Nationals - Itaguaí 

02 Monday - All Souls’ Day Holiday

07-08 CCC National Championships, Itaguaí

15 Sunday - Republic Day Holiday

20 Friday -  Dia da Consciência Negra Holiday                
(Rio only)

27 CCC End of Year Party & Awards

DECEMBER

12 Saturday BCS Christmas Lunch (Jubilee Hall)

18 TBS Last day of Term 2

25 Friday – Christmas Day

FOR SALE
Yamaha piano, made 
in 1960. Brown, in ex-
cellent condition. Price: 
R$1,500. Please call 
Anne Keuning, Tel: 21 
2274-9778, after May 3.

My Mother arrived in Brazil just when she left teacher’s 
college. She came to join her brother, who was in the embassy 
and her sister Connie Hemmings, who was married and lived 
in Rio.

She taught English to a small group of diplomats’ children and 
as her stay extended she became a teacher at the American 
School. After she married my father, Carl Aune, and brought up 
a large family, her life was dedicated to us — Knut, Carl, myself, 
George and Peter. 

She was an energetic and dedicated mother who joined in all 
our activities, be they sports, music and especially education. 
Our house was always full and she was surrogate mother to 
many a “passing through” student, teacher, business visitor, 
cousins and relatives. She always had time to dedicate to Christ 
Church, where she made jams and Christmas puddings every 
Tuesday; the last time she took part in the Church Christmas 
bazaar she was 1999. 

She worked tirelessly for The Niteroi Rest Home organizing 
fund-raising events and volunteer meetings. She was also 
dedicated to the Norwegian community and many of 

Norway’s national days were celebrated at our home in 
Gávea. 

She became a mascot of the Feira Escandinava in São Paulo, 
where she would read the labels on the food products and 
translate them for the clients suggesting recipes and giving 
advice about the rare and exotic items. 

She loved her garden and had a sizable orchid collection. She 
became a good friend of Margaret Mee and went with her on 
one of her trips to the Amazon. They were both close to 70 at 
the time.

She died peacefully in her sleep on 5th May, one month before her 
101st birthday.

She will be missed by her family, sons and daughter, 
grandchildren and numerous great-grandchildren who are all 
the better for her endless love and kindness.

Karen Cunningham

May 2015

Diana, née Weston, was born in Birkenhead in the Wirral of an 
unusual cultural mix: her mother was French, her father Irish-
Peruvian. She met her future husband, Anglo-Brazilian Peter 
Ribeiro dos Santos, in Henley-on-Thames and the couple were 
married there after the war. Diana spent the war years in the 
WRENS, driving trucks around London during the Blitz; Peter 
served in the RAF. The couple came to Rio in 1948, and remained 
until Peter’s early death in 1964, when Diana returned to the UK 
with her young family.

Following the death of her daughter Jenny in 2000, and in 
view of her advancing years, Diana faced adversity in her usual 
assertive fashion, and returned to Brazil in 2009 to be nearer her 
two sons and their families. She was well cared for and happy 

at the Sociedade de Beneficiência Humboldt at their Retiro in 
Jacarepaguá, for which her family is most grateful.

Diana was laid to rest at Gamboa Cemetery in the presence of 
family and close friends, after 96 (mostly) glorious years. She 
will be much missed by her son Jeremy and his wife Sue, her son 
Nick, and her four grandchildren, Katie and Joanna, and Pedro 
and Cecilia.

A champagne toast followed the committal, to celebrate the life 
of a towering woman of steely strength through good times and 
bad, and polished elegance, always.

Rest in Peace, Diana

Mary Irene Aune 
1914 - 2015

Huguette (Diana) Ribeiro dos Santos 
13/10/1918 - 11/05/2015

Don’t miss your Umbrella!
Always keep your address updated.
Contact the BCS Office: 21 2537-6695
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